This paper considers a supply chain with the first order autoregressive and the first order moving average (ARMA (1,1) 
Introduction
In supply chain management, it has been observed that the demand variation is increasingly large as we proceed up the supply chain [2] [3] [9] [12] . This phenomenon is first referred to as "bullwhip effect" by Lee et al. [13] [14] . The bullwhip effect can cause many problems for firms within a supply chain, such as excessive inventory, low capacity utilization and poor customer service, etc [15] . Recently, many research works of supply chain management have been centered on the bullwhip effect, mostly in the following areas: identifying the possible sources of the bullwhip effect, developing measures to reduce the impact of bullwhip effect, and quantifying and demonstrate the existence of the bullwhip effect. The existence of the bullwhip effect has been demonstrated in [12] for positively serially correlated demand when the retailer uses an optimal inventory policy. In [13] [14] , five main sources for the bullwhip effect have been identified as the use of "demand signal processing", supply shortage, demand lead time, order batching, and price fluctuations, and some measures have been developed in order to mitigate the impact of bullwhip effect. Berry et al [1] propose redesign and reengineering of the supply chain as the methods to control demand amplification. Van Ackere et al. [20] also recommend some approaches to avoid or alleviate the bullwhip effect., i.e. , lead time reduction, information sharing or applying different replenishment rules for the inventory system. Nahmias [18] summaries the potential remedies that can help to alleviate bullwhip effect. Metters [17] tries to identify the bullwhip effect by determining an empirical lower bound on the profitability impact of the bullwhip effect. Graves [10] quantifies the bullwhip effect in a supply chain integrated moving average demand process. In Chen et al. [4] [5] and Xu et al. [21] , based on simple exponential smoothing forecast as well as moving average forecasts, the bullwhip effect has been quantified for order up to policies and the impact of demand forecasting on the bullwhip effect has been analyzed for a simple two-stage supply chain consisting of one manufacturer and one retailer. Zhang [22] derives the bullwhip effect expressions using the optimal forecasting method that minimizes the mean-squared forecasting error, the moving average forecasting method and exponential smoothing method. It is found that different forecasting methods result in bullwhip effect measures with distinct properties in relation to lead time and demand process parameters. Luong [16] develops the measure of bullwhip effect for a simple two stage supply chain and investigates the effect of autoregressive coefficient and lead time on this measure. Disney and Towill [8] and Dejonckheere et al [6] [7] have introduced a control engineering-based method instead of statistical method to quantify the bullwhip effect and the solution to the bullwhip effect problem is also presented. Hosoda and Disney [11] quantify the variance Analyzing the Bullwhip Effect in a Supply Chain with ARMA(1,1) Demand Using MMSE Forecasting Chuanxu Wang amplification in a three-echelon supply chain with the first order autoregressive (i.e.AR(1) ) demand process using minimum mean square error forecasting. In this paper, as Hosoda and Disney [11] , we also use mean square error forecasting to analyzing the bullwhip effect in a supply chain. The difference between this research and Hosoda and Disney [11] is that the demand pattern in a supply chain follows a first order autoregressive and first order moving average ( i.e. ARMA(1,1) process instead of first order autoregressive (i.e.AR(1) ) process.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the basic parameters and assumptions in our research. Section 3 derives the expression for the bullwhip effect in a simple two stage supply chain consisting of one supplier and one retailer, both with information sharing and without information sharing. Section 4 extends the research in Section 3 to quantifying the bullwhip effect in a multiple stage supply chain consisting of multiple tier suppliers and one retailer. Some concluding remarks are discussed in Section 5. 
Basic parameters and assumptions

Demand Process Assumptions
The final demands faced by a retailer are assumed as random variables in the form of following 
. We further assume that σ is significantly smaller than µ , so the probability of a negative demand is negligible.
Ordering Policy Assumption
We assume that the retailer and supplier follow a simple order-up-to inventory policy. The order-up-to point for retailer (or supplier) at the beginning of time period t can then be obtained as
where parameter λ is a safety factor chosen to meet a desired service level.
Quantifying the order quantity variance in a simple two stage supply chain
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We consider a two stage supply chain consisting of one retailer and one supplier. Similar to existing literature, the variance of order quantity is used to analyze the bullwhip effect in a supply chain. 
Order quantity variance of retailer
For ARMA (1,1) demand process, t D can be determined by [19] ,....] , | [
It can be obtained from (1) that 
（11）
The order quantity at the beginning of time period t for retailer can be expressed as
It can be easily obtained from (9) that Retailer may rely all information of final demand to determine his order quantity. In this case, the sign of the difference between the order quantity variation of retailer and final demand variation is related to the demand auto-aggressive coefficient and moving average coefficient of random error.
Order quantity variance of supplier
To analyze the order quantity variance of supplier, we consider the two cases：demand information sharing between retailer and supplier, no demand information sharing between retailer and supplier.
No demand information sharing
If the retailer does not share demand information with supplier, supplier only know the demand process, but does not know the historical demand information. The demand faced by supplier is the order quantity placed by its downstream retailer. It can be obtained from (1) and (13) 
The minimum mean-square error forecast for order quantity placed by retailer can be determined as 
The forecast of the order quantity during supplier's lead time can be obtained as
The order-up-to point for the supplier at the beginning of time period t can be demonstrated as 
Therefore, the variance of order quantity placed by supplier at the beginning of time period t can be expressed as 
Proposition 2
If
Proof：Without the loss of generality, let
It can be easily obtained from (13）and （22） that
Therefore, it only needs to proof that 
（34）
The above inequality is equivalent to
Considering the left hand of （35） as a quadratic function of 1 + θ , the discriminant with respect to 
Demand information sharing
If demand information sharing is achieved between supplier and retailer, the order quantity placed by supplier can be expressed as [4 
The variance of order quantity placed by supplier with demand information sharing can be expressed 
Thus, we have the following Proposition. 
It can be shown from (38）and （40） that The proof is completed.
Proposition 3 demonstrates that ，if 0 ≥ + θ ρ , the order quantity variance of supplier is greater than or equal to the order quantity variance of retailer. On the other hand, if 0 < + θ ρ , the order quantity variance of supplier is less than the order quantity variance of retailer. This indicates that, when demand information is shared between supplier and retailer, supplier not only knows final demand process, but also knows the historical demand information. Supplier may rely on all demand information to determine his order quantity. In this case, the sign of the difference between the supplier order quantity variance and retailer order quantity variance is related to final demand auto-aggressive coefficient and moving average coefficient of random error.
Impact of demand information sharing on supplier's order quantity variation
To analyze the impact of demand information sharing on supplier's order quantity, we use numerical analysis. Let 
Quantifying the order quantity variance in a multiple stage supply chain
In practice, for retailer, there exist multiple tier suppliers in a supply chain. Thus, in this section, we consider a multiple stage supply chain consisting of multiple tier suppliers and one retailer. Based on the result in Section 3, the order quantity at k th tier supplier can be expressed as 
No demand information sharing
When demand information is not shared, the forecast value of demand faced by the upstream supplier for k th tier supplier, i.e. ( 1 + k ) th tier supplier, can be expressed as 
Demand information sharing
If all suppliers and retailer achieve demand information sharing, then the order quantity at ( 1 + k )th tier supplier can be expressed as 
Since it is difficult to analyze the change behaviors of order quantity variance for multiple tier suppliers, we perform numerical simulation analysis. In this paper, we only demonstrate the analysis result for two tier suppliers. Let 3 , 2 , 4
we calculate the values of Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively.
We perform a great deal of numerical analysis for multiple tier suppliers situation, the following conclusions can be drawn from numerical analysis： First, in a supply chain without demand information sharing, if
。This indicates that, in a supply chain without demand information sharing, if demand autoregressive coefficient is positive, the order quantity variation is increasingly large as we proceed up from downstream supplier to upstream supplier in a supply chain. If demand autoregressive coefficient is negative, the order quantity variation is increasingly small as we proceed up from downstream supplier to upstream supplier in a supply chain. .000 -12.000 -9.000 -6.500 -5.000 -4.000 -3.000 -2.000 -1.000 -0.375 -0.039
Note：The data in first row and first column are the values of θ and ρ , respectively. Note：The data in first row and first column are the values of θ and ρ , respectively. 
Conclusions
This paper considers a supply chain with the first order autoregressive and the first order moving average (ARMA (1,1) ) demand. The lead time demand is estimated using the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) forecasting technique. The expression of the bullwhip effect for a two stage supply chain consisting of one supplier and one retailer is derived, and the existence condition of the bullwhip effect as well as the impact of demand information sharing on the bullwhip effect are analyzed theoretically and numerically. At last, the extension analysis for bullwhip effect in a multiple stage supply chain is performed using numerical examples. The following conclusions can be drawn from above analysis.
1 In a supply chain without demand information sharing, the bullwhip effect does not necessarily exist. If both demand autoregressive coefficient and the sum of demand autoregressive coefficient and random error moving average coefficient are positive, the order quantity variation is increasingly large as we proceed up from retailer to upstream supplier in a supply chain. On the other hand, if both demand autoregressive coefficient and the sum of demand autoregressive coefficient and random error moving average coefficient are negative , the order quantity variation is increasingly small as we proceed up from retailer to upstream supplier in a supply chain.
2 In a supply chain with demand information sharing, the bullwhip effect is not necessarily alleviated. If both demand autoregressive coefficient and the sum of demand autoregressive coefficient and random error moving average coefficient are positive, the bullwhip effect still always exists.
3 In a supply chain with demand information sharing, if demand autoregressive coefficient is positive, the order quantity variation for each stage can be reduced by demand information sharing. On the other hand, if demand autoregressive coefficient is negative, the order quantity variation for each stage will be enlarged by demand information sharing.
